WellComm Early Years
Sampler

Getting Started
1.

 tart by reading The Handbook; then familiarise yourself with The Little Book
S
of Score Sheets and Rules alongside The Picture Book; then look at The Big Book
of Ideas.
a. If you have a subscription to The WellComm Report Wizard, then this would be
a good opportunity to log on and familiarise yourself with the platform.

2.

 he Handbook is a clear, easy to read guidance on how to screen with the
T
WellComm Early Years Toolkit. It also guides you through how to interpret the
results, select targeted activities (from The Big Book of Ideas) and provides
guidance on making a referral. In addition, it gives an overview of language
development which will aid your observations.

3.

 he Little Book of Scoresheets and Rules and The Picture Book provide the
T
framework for the screener. Note that the books are divided by age band with
each band denoted by a particular colour. There are also some example score
sheets in the Appendix.

4.

 he Big Book of Ideas helps you support a child’s understanding, grammar,
T
vocabulary, narrative and social skills. It outlines activities for each question/
area covered in The Little Book of Score Sheets and Rules. There are also
general strategies which give guidance for children who present with a
stammer, voice difficulties or a reluctance to talk.

5.

 ind a quiet setting to work individually with the child, use The Picture Book and
F
The Little Book of Score Sheets and Rules (user instructions are in The Handbook).

6.

 t the end of the screening, add up the number of ticks and use the score guide to
A
ascertain whether the child scores Red, Amber or Green.
a. If the child scores Amber or Red, move back an age band and re-screen. Keep doing
this until the child scores green – this is your starting point.

7.	
Once you have drawn up a child’s profile, you will be able to see where their individual
needs lie. You may notice a trend for the child or you may see that all aspects are
developing evenly but at a slower pace than expected for the age. It is important to
personalise your teaching to meet these needs – the pupil’s profile will direct you
through the most appropriate activities in The Big Book of Ideas that correspond to the
child’s language level.
8.	
An additional element of the toolkit, the WellComm Early Years Report Wizard, can also
help with recording and analysing children’s progress. By uploading the results of the
WellComm Early Years Screening Tool to a secure website, the Report Wizard allows
the progress of individuals and groups of children to be monitored and automatically
generates individual, group or cluster reports.
a. Individual reports generate a profile of a child’s current language skills. They provide
a list of next steps for teaching targets (based on the items that the child did not
achieve). From this list, the user is directed to the relevant activities in The Big Book
of Ideas.
b. Group and Cluster reports are for a holistic/management view of overall trends
based on a number of categories such as gender, EAL, Pupil Premium etc.
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Code

What does this me
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e age appropriate
.

Red
Amber
Green
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corded on

Red

Repeat the screen
ing process
using the Score Sh
eets from the
age bands below
until the
child achieves a Gr
een score.
If a child is having
significant
difficulties, use yo
ur judgement
to decide which se
ction to
screen the child on
next.
Record the section
on which the
child achieves a Gr
een code
(i.e. Section 1–9)
on the original
Score Sheet that
corresponds
with the child’s ag
e.
Follow the advice
and activities
in The Big Book of
Ideas for the
section above wh
ere the child
achieved a Green
code.
* If you need to ac
cess further
advice/assessme
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specialised service
in your area,
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ge of general
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rms to make a
judgement as to wh
ere to
signpost the ‘Red’
child.
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pear to be
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could refer to spee
ch and
language therapy,
in consultation
with the parents.

Amber

Green

Repeat the screen
ing process
using the Score Sh
eets from
the age bands be
low until the
child achieves a Gr
een score.

This indicates lan
guage
development is at
the level
it should be.

Record the section
on which the
child achieves a Gr
een code
(i.e. Section 1–9)
on the original
Score Sheet that
corresponds
with the child’s ag
e.

You don’t need to
carry on
once you have a sc
ore that
falls in the Green
band.

In cases where a
child achieves
two successive Am
ber scores
be aware that the
child may
have a specific co
mmunication
difficulty.
Follow the advice
and activities
in The Big Book of
Ideas for the
section above wh
ere the child
achieved a Green
code.

Within three mont
hs, re-screen
the child using th
e ageappropriate secti
on. If the child
then achieves an
Amber or Red
code, a referral to
an outside
agency may be ap
propriate
(refer to the Red co
lumn in this
table for guidance
*).

If you would like to
follow
advice and activiti
es to help
develop the child
’s language
skills further, refer
to The Big
Book of Ideas.
Follow the activiti
es for the
section above wh
ere the
child achieved a Gr
een code.

If the communica
tion problems
are part of global
delay, refer
onwards via your
local
multi-agency path
way.
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WellComm Score Sheet
Child’s Name
Date of Birth

Age (months)

Ethnicity

Gender
Date

What the child understands
1

Does the child know which day comes after Saturday?

2

Can the child understand the target sentence?

3

Can the child understand the emotion word ‘anxious’?

4

Can the child understand the phrase ‘get your skates on’?

5

Does the child know what happens next?

M/F

Yes/No (3/7)

What the child uses

Yes/No (3/7)

6

Can the child tell you the days of the week in sequence?

7

Can the child repeat seven-word sentences correctly?

8

Can the child label the categories correctly?

9

Can the child understand and explain the phrase ‘ants in your pants’?

10

Can the child use the future tense ‘will’?

Additional comm

Total Score (0–10):

ents

Code (Green/Amber/Red):
Please refer to ‘Score Guide’ below.

Additional commen

ts regarding use of

Enter the Section (1–9) on which the child scored ‘Green’. Only complete on
the Score Sheet that corresponds to the child’s age. For data collection only.

Action:

N.B. Use your own knowledge of the child as well as
their WellComm code to make a decision regarding
what to do next.

speech sounds

Section:

Score Guide
Score

Code

7–10

Green

4–6
0–3

AdAmber
ditional comments
regarding attention
and listening
Red

WellComm © Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust 2010
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Additional commen
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Additional commen
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ice difficulties
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Section 9
What the child understands

Resources
needed

1

Ask the child “What day comes after Saturday?”

2

Show the child Picture Set 9.2. Say to the child “Look at all the pictures. Show me ‘the girl is fed by the monkey’.”
Score as correct if the child points to the bottom left picture.

Picture Set 9.2

3

Show the child Picture Set 9.3. Say to the child “This family is late for school. Can you show me which person feels
anxious?” Score as correct if the child points to the Mum.

Picture Set 9.3

4

Show the child Picture Set 9.3 again. Say to the child “Mummy says ‘get your skates on’. Who is she talking
about?” Can the child point to the correct person (i.e. the boy dawdling at the back)?

Picture Set 9.3

5

Show the child Picture Set 9.5a and say “It’s Sam’s birthday and he has a birthday cake. What will he do next?”
Score as correct if the child is able to say that Sam will blow candles, eat cake, make a wish, open presents or any
other activity appropriate to a birthday.

Picture Set 9.5
a and b

Show the child Picture Set 9.5b and say “Jasmine has planted some seeds and now she’s watering the garden.
What will happen to the seeds?” Score as correct if the child is able to say that Jasmine’s seeds will grow into
flowers and plants.
LBORASS.indd 44

The child needs to answer both questions correctly.
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All questions require direct screening of the child.

Resources Resources
needed
needed

6

Ask the child to tell you the days of the week in sequence. The child must give all 7 days in sequence; it does not
matter which day they start with.

7

Say to the child “Listen carefully to what I say and see if you can copy”.
Practise item: “I like to eat green apples” (repeat if the child does not respond).
Test item: “They are playing on their red bikes”.
Test item: “The boy swam in the cold water”.
Score as correct if the child copies the two test sentences exactly.

8

Say to the child “We’re going to think about things belonging to different groups now. Listen carefully”.
“Potatoes, peas, carrots are all types of…?”
Only score as correct if the child says ‘vegetables’. If the child responds with ‘food’, ask “What kind of food?”
• “Piano, drum, recorder are all types of…?”
Only score as correct if the child says ‘music’ or ‘instruments’.
Can the child answer both questions correctly?

9

Say to the child “I’m going to tell you a story, listen carefully. Ben is a fidgety little boy. When he sits down to do
his work in school, he wriggles around on his chair and can’t sit still. His teacher often says to him, ‘Ben, have you
got ants in your pants?’”
Ask the child:
• “Is it true that Ben has ants in his pants?”
Score as correct if the child says ‘no’.
• “Why does Ben’s teacher say this?”
Score as correct if the child gives any response indicating that Ben finds it hard to sit still.
Can the child answer both questions correctly?

•
•
•

•

LBORASS.indd 45
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All questions require direct screening of the child.

10

Can the child use the future tense ‘will ……’ (e.g. ‘The boy will eat dinner’)?
Present Picture Set 9.10. Point to the girl in the first picture and say “This girl is eating”. Point to the boy and say
“This boy will eat”.
Point to the boy in the second picture and say “This boy is jumping”. Point to the girl and say
“This girl…?” Score as correct if the child says ‘will jump’.
N.B. The child must use the future tense ‘will’ and not ‘going to’.

Resource
needed
Picture Set 9.10

Picture
prompts

9.2
GLA_Picture_Book.indd 81

17/10/2017 10:28

9.3
GLA_Picture_Book.indd 83
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9.5a
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9.5b
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9.10
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Big Book
of ideas
The Big Book of Ideas

Introduction
What is The Big Book of Ideas?
The Big Book of Ideas is exactly that – a comprehensive selection of activities to help develop
and improve children’s speech and language skills at any age from 6 months to 6 years. The
activities are designed to be implemented by any early years practitioner (including child
minders, nursery workers, health visitors and teachers) using toys and items that can be
readily found in all early years settings. Speech and language therapists may also find the
activities helpful in their work.
The Big Book of Ideas is an essential part of the WellComm Toolkit. Used initially as a
Screening Tool, WellComm identifies young children at risk of having difficulty in developing
language skills. Once a child’s language has been assessed and benchmarked using the
Screening Tool, the next step is to introduce specific strategies that can help extend and
improve the child’s language skills, whatever their level. The Big Book of Ideas does this by
providing a large number of focused intervention activities specifically designed to promote
language development through play.

Using The Big Book of Ideas
If a child has been screened using the WellComm Screening Tool, a profile based on a trafficlight rating system is produced: Green, Amber or Red.

•
•
•

Children who attain a score in the Red band are those most likely to need intervention
from a specialist service.
Children who fall within the Amber band are those for whom extra support may be enough
to help them develop age-appropriate language skills.
Children who attain a score in the Green band are not considered in need of any extra
input or assessment at the moment.

Section 9.1

The Big Book of Idea

s

Understanding wh

Once a child has been screened and a profile established, it is easy to see where individual
communication needs lie. Children at all ages and stages of development (including those
who have not been screened using WellComm) can benefit from the ideas contained within
The Big Book of Ideas, but it is important to personalise teaching strategies to meet any
needs that have been identified and to follow activities that correspond to the child’s
language level. This will not necessarily be the same as the child’s chronological age.
It is possible to identify the appropriate teaching goals by looking at the strengths and
weaknesses in the child’s profile. As a rule of thumb, the practitioner is encouraged to
select the activities in the section just above where the child achieves a Green code in the
WellComm Screening Tool. This is done by looking at the section where a Green score is
achieved. For example:

ich day comes nex

t

Why is this importa

nt?

Knowing the days
of the week and the
events that occur
helps children lea
on particular days
rn routines. This is
how children learn
describe time beyon
to understand an
d what happens eve
d
ry
day. It also enables
accept change wh
them to
en something differ
ent happens (e.g.
Wednesday).
no swimming this

What to do

•

•
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•

Make a chart togeth
er. Put the days
of the week across
the top. It may
be helpful1to do Mo
nday–Friday in a
different colour fro
m Saturday–Sunda
y.
Encourage the chi
to draw a picture
30/10/2019ld
16:43
of
something he/sh
e does each day (e.
g.
swimming, PE, ass
embly, music).
Talk about the act
ivities in relation
to
the days of the we
ek, e.g.

★ Adult: ‘On Mo
nday you go
swimming, and the
day after
Monday is …?’
★ Pause to see if
the child can fill in
the missing day.
Prompt him/her
by using his/her pic
tures (e.g. ‘You
do PE on this day’).
★ Child: ‘Tuesday’
and adult repeats:
‘So the day after Mo
nday is …?’

Step up
•
•
•
•
•

Step down
•
•
•
•

Talk about the da
y ‘before’ and the
day ‘after’.
Introduce times of
day (e.g. put the da
ys of the week acr
times of day (morn
oss the top and
ing/afternoon/ev
ening) down the lef
in the activities tha
t-hand side). Fill
t are done at variou
s times.
Put the days of the
week in order usi
ng photos/pictures
words.
/symbols/written
Find the day ‘befor
e’/‘after’ a given
da
y.
Talk about Saturda
y and Sunday being
‘the weekend’.

Learn the sequence
by rote.
Offer a choice (e.
g. ‘What’s the day
after
Monday? Is it Tue
sday or Saturday?’
).
Use symbols, ges
tures and photos
of key
events to help un
derstanding.
When the child is
involved in the
activities on his/he
r charts, refer to
the days of the we
ek

•

today so we’ll be
going
swimming’).
Use the chart to int
roduce
changes to activit
ies (e.g.
if swimming is can
celled
that week, remove
the activity and
replace it with som
ething el

Big Book
of ideas
Section 9

Section 9.2

Understanding passive sentences
Why is this important?
Understanding more complex sentences enables children to process more
complex instructions and prepares them for using sophisticated structures
that convey subtle differences in meaning. The passive voice is often quite
challenging in terms of children’s grammatical development because they
cannot rely on word order.

What to do
•
•

Gather together some toys and everyday objects, e.g.
★ Two favourite dolls such as Batman, Barbie, Bob the Builder.
★ Cup, play food, sponge, brush, car, ball.
Ask the child to listen to the instruction and then do the action, e.g.
★ ‘Batman is fed a banana by Spiderman.’
★ ‘The car is washed by Bob the Builder.’
★ ‘Barbie’s hair is brushed by Dora.’

Step up
•
•

Make sure the child has a choice of toys/objects from which he/she has
to choose the ones to follow the instructions.
Add in additional adjectives to increase the processing load (e.g. ‘The
blue ball is thrown by the tall girl’).

Section 9.3

The Big Book of Idea

s

Identifying an incre
asing range of
• You use the toys to demonstrate as you give the instructions, then repeat emotions and fee
lings in ourselves
the same instruction for the child.
• You choose the toys so the selection is already made (e.g. for ‘Batman and others
is fed a banana by Spiderman’, give the child Batman, banana and
Step down

•
•

Spiderman).
When sharing books, or out-and-about, comment on what is happening using passive
sentences (e.g. ‘Oh look, the ball is thrown by the girl’, ‘The go-kart is driven by the boy’). Facial exp
ressions convey nu
merous and comple
Slow down your rate of delivery when saying the sentence.
begin to infer anoth
x emotional states
er person’s feelin
and we
gs by watching ho
(from happiness,
w they react/feel
sadness, anxiety,
etc.). They are an
emotional intelligen
important part of
ce and link closel
y to being able to
(For more informati
make inferences.
on, refer to the We
llComm Handbook.
)

Why is this importa

nt?

What to do

•
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•
•
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In pairs or a small
group, act out sce
narios by allocatin
perhaps – a long
g roles: a scene in
eue, an annoyed
01/10/2015qu
15:58
a shop
customer, etc.
Encourage children
to work out feelin
gs
fro
m gestures, tone
language and fac
of
ial expression.
voice, body
Use illustrated sto
ries or composite
pictures: look at the
the feelings of the
scene and then wo
characters (e.g. a
rk out
messy bedroom dis
her face, how does
covered by Mum!
she feel?’).
‘Look at

Step up
•

Step down
•
•
•

Without using pic
tures, use more sub
tle words for infere
thoughtful, seriou
ncing (e.g.
s).
• Use more complex compo
site pictures, taking
obvious character
in the peripheral/le
s and encourage
ss
inference (e.g. ‘W
time?’ for a child
ho has to wait a lon
at the back of the
g
qu
eu
e
for
the swing in the pa
• Each child has a card: in
rk).
a group, children
take turns to act ou
feelings on their pic
t the
ture car
• If the group can manage thi d and the others must guess what it is.
s successfully, try
taking turns aroun
to suggest reason
d the gro
s why Ah
• Read a sentence or parag med/Ben/Sonny/Jane might feel as they do. up
raph where the chi
ld is encouraged
on how the charac
to reflect
ters are feeling (e.
g. ‘Jack ran very qu
giant was chasing
ickly because the
him. How did Jack
feel? Why?’).

Use puppets for the
role play.
Don’t use pictures.
Use a simpler sto
ry.

•

language very ob
vious.
Add speech bubb
les to the

Big Book
of ideas

Attention and
listening skills

The Big Book of Ideas

Introduction
Like other skills, children’s attention develops in stages; therefore it’s important to try
and evaluate the level of attention skills the child has reached (for further details, see the
WellComm Handbook page 49). The table below outlines the age you might start expecting
children to achieve a specific level of attention and listening skills; however, these ages are
given as guidelines only.
Normal Development of Attention and Listening
Level (Age Equivalent)

Description

Level One
(up to 12 months)

Characterised by extreme distractibility, when the child’s
attention flits from one object or person to another. Any
new event, such as someone walking by, will immediately
distract him/her.

Level Two
(12 months to 2 years)

The child will concentrate on a concrete task of his/her
own choosing, but will not tolerate any interference from
an adult. Attention is ‘single channelled’ meaning he/she
must ignore all outside distractions in order to concentrate
on what he/she is doing.

Level Three
(2 to 3 years)

Attention is still single channelled (see above). However,
although the child cannot listen to an adult’s directions
whilst playing, he/she can shift attention to the speaker
and back to the task with some help.

Level Four
(3 to 4 years)

General strategie

s

The Big Book of Idea

Strategies for deve
loping
understanding of la
nguage

‘Good looking’

Without help, the child is now able to shift attention
between a task and an adult’s instruction.
ke sur
e the
Level Five
Without stopping to look at the speaker, theMa
child
can
nowchild is lookin
g towards the spe
(e.g. ‘Jato
aker when receiving
(4 to 5 years)
understand and follow verbal instructions related
ckthe
look at me’). Use
an instruction. Be
gestures, pictures,
specific
task. The child’s concentration span may beals
short
but
objects to hold the
o support underst
anding of the instru
child’s attention;
he/she can now be taught in a group.
these will
ction. This is a ski
ll that all children
need to develop.
Level Six
Attention is well established and maintained. The child
(5 years +)
can integrate auditory, visual and kinaesthetic senses
medo.
children do not rea
(i.e. touch and movement) to attend, listenSo
and
lise that an instru
ction given to the
them. You can cue
whole group also
them in by using
applies to
names at the begin
the risk of the chi
ning of the instru
ld
mi
ssing the instructio
Adapted from J. Cooper, M. Moodley and J. Reynell. 1978. Helping Language Development.
ction. This reduce
n, e.g.
s
London: Edward Arnold.
✔
‘Daniel, Shanice com
e and sit on the car
✗
pet.’
‘Come26/04/2016
and sit
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on the carpet Danie
l and Shanice.’
Give the child cle
ar, specific instru
ctions.

Call their name/s

Simplify your langua

ge

Simplify the length
of your instructions.
Use short sentences
visual supports suc
and emphasise key
h as gesture, objec
words. Use
ts and pictures to
instruction.
hold up/show as
you are giving the

184
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‘Chunk’ instructions

Chunk instructions
by 26/04/2016
10:24
giving on
e piece of informati
to process the lan
on at a time. Pause
guage and respond
, allow the child tim
, then give the ne
e
xt chunk of instru
ction.

Demonstrate

If the child struggle
s to follow instructio
ns, demonstrate wh
simple language
at you want him/he
to describe what
r to do. Use
you are doing. Pa
good role model to
ir children with a
copy.
peer who will pro
vide a

s

